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Fair Weather

Snow Cone Sale
A snow cone sale will be held
by the Sophomore Claim today
In the Outer Quad trent 11:341
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. ’rhe sale will
lw conducted es er) Monday and
Wednesday until the end of the
semester. Price of a snow cone
Is nal yeasts. Flavors will include orange. Hine, strawberry
soul root beer.
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Election Rally To Present
Office Aspirants Monday
The 50 candidates for ASH,
Court, and class offices will be
presented at an election rally
Monday at 11:30 a.m, in the Inned Quad. ASB presidential aspirant Don Ryan will present his
platform. Dick Sandretto, the
other presidential hopeful, has
withdrawn from the race for personal reasons and outside work,
according to Gary Clarke, Student
Court chief justice.
ASB vice presidential hopefuls
Cal Callaway and Al Walburg
also will give short speeches. The
rally should last about an hour,
Clarke said. Elections are April
30-May 1. Other candidates to be
introduced are Liz Bell and Joan
Oeser, recording secretary; Kath-

leen Collins, Marjorie Jackson,
Sox Kawauchi, Jeanne McHenry,
and Richard Pugh, corresponding
secretary; Bruce Bush, Chuck
Miller and Grant Salzman, treasurer; Mary Virginia Buss, Carol
Crisler and Alice Kunz, female
representative at large.
Court candidates are William
Bjurge, junior male justice; Barbara C. Johnson, Christain Richards. Dorothy A. Williams, junior
female justice; Claire Gill and
Jayanne Slater senior female justice; Ron Ortland and Welvin
Stroudmenior male justice.
Senior class candidates include
Carroll Perkins and Jerry Siebes.
president; Alicia Cardona, vice
president; Vivienne Andres, secre-

Cook-Out Tonight
Opens ’Y’ Activity

Music Group Presents
Annual Concert Tonight

A campfire program and cookout will kick off the Students Y’s
annual Camp Counselor’s Workshop today at 5 p.m., west of
the Women’s Gym.
Students planning to register
for the workshop, which will run
for five consecutive Thursdays,
must pay their $1 registration fee
at the Student Y today, according
to Bev Ledwith, workshop chairman.
Subsequent sessions will cover
the various phases of camp counseling, and will be held in Room
8 of the Women’s Gym on Thursdays, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.

After the lengthy week of
liday festlilties It was dIMget the weatherman
eult
prewarioas 04,111O1
hark to
tine the Nailey’s
of p
I
weather, bu with ’great Alert
on his part
has
calculation. It
fair today
with a high/Al 64 09 and gentle
Made.

tary; June Bibb, treasurer; Penne
McClenahan and Betty Roberts,
representative.
Junior aspirants are Bill Douglas, president; Gerry Reid, secretary; Lavonne Comes, treasurer;
Bev Crawford, Marshall Gibson,
and Lee Sorg, class representative.
Sophomore hopefuls are Jerry
Snyder, president; Ronald Robinson, vice president; Donna Dean.
secretary; Nina Jo Carson, Sandra Creech, and Donna Lenz,
treasurer; and Earline Graff, Robert McClenahan, Partick Maloney,
Michael Mras and Mary Lu Odegard, representative.
Incoming Freshmen will elect
officers in the first election of
next year, according to Clarke.

The annual concert of Mu Phi Music Building.
Epsilon, national music sorority,
Joyce Connell, pianist, will play
will be presented tonight at 8:15 Niussorgsky’s "Pictures at an Exo’clock in the Concert Hall of the hibition"; Barbara Wells, soprano,
and Bonnie Boline, contralto, will
sing selections from "Lakme" anti
"Madame Butterfly" with Dottie
Smith as accompanist; Shirley
Calleti will play Pierne’s "Prelude
Co-Rec is _sponsoring a FourTocatta" on the organ; and a
Square Tournament tonight in the
Women’s Gym at 8 o’clock. second organ number will be SaintAlthough the game is considered Saens’ "Benediction" played by
an elementary school playground Lynne Burton.
game, it has gathered popularity
A woodwind trio composed of
among college players according
Marion Harp, flute; Joan Goodto Buford Bush, faculty adviser
win, oboe; and Gerry Stasko, clarto Co-Rec.
inet; will perform "Aubade" by
Paul De Wailly and "Scherzetto"
by J. Olvadoti.

Co-Rec Sponsors
Playground Game

SPARTAN DATEB001(

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24
Co-Rec plans recreation in the Women’s Gym from 7:30-10 p.m.
Epsilon Pi Tau will hold a field trip.
Kappa Delta Pi plans an initiation in the Student Union at 7:30
p in.
Kappa T311, Alpha Omega Pi will hold an exchange from 5-8 p.m.
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Alpha Epsilon plan an exchange from 5-8
p.m.
Mu Phi Epsilon presents a concert in the ConCert Hall of the
Music Building at 8:15 p.m.
Arnold Air Society will meet in E 118 at 7 p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi plans a dinner at the house from 5:30-7 p.m.
Alpha Chl Omega, Phi Sigma Kappa will hold an exchange from
5-8 p.m.
CSTA plans orientation of secondary education on campus at 2:30
p.m.
THURSDAY, APRIL 25
Centennial Lecture Series presents a symposium by the Social
Science Division in the Concert Hall of the Music Building in the
evening.
Radio Guild plans a broadcast, "Maude Reigns" directed by Phil
Upton, over station KEEN at 9:05 p.m.
Medical Technology Society will meet in S 112 at 7 p.m.
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
CSTA plans a faculty luncheon in the Women’s Gym from 11
p.m. -1 a.m.
International Stmients Organization will hold an international
day in Morris Dailey Auditorium from 7-10 p.m.
Faculty Women’s Club plans a dinner and business meeting at
Jean Lee’s at 6 p.m.
Inter Fraternity Council will hold a swim meet in the campus
pool at 2:30 p.in.
Kappii Alpha, Gamma Plii Beta plan an exchange at 6 pen.
Kappa Delta will hold a plettge dance at Almaden Golf Club from
9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Lambda Chi Alpha plans the Crescent Girl Dance at the Saba
Club in Capitola from 8 p.m. -I a.m.
PM Chi plans a club-faculty party at Ye Olde Fun Farm from
8 p.m. -1 a.m.
Pi Omega PI plans a formal initiation at the Lynden Hotel in Los
Gatos from 6:30 p.m. -8 p.m.
Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau Omega will hold a dance from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
SATURDAY. APRIL 27
Spartan ()Bocci plans a dance from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Alpha l’hi will hold a workshop at the house from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Soph Class plans a rummage sale at 138 N. Market St. from 8
ii m.-5 p.m.
Alpha Phi will hold a workshop at 210 S. 10 St. from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
City Panhellenic Alums plan a mother -daughter coke party In
the Student Union from 2-4 p.m.
Theta Xi vill hold a dance at 135 S. 10 St. from 9 p m.-1 a.m.
Gamma Phi Beta plans a pledge dance.
Rally Committee will hold a rally convention on campus from 9
a.m.-4 30 p
Alpha Phi plans a workshop with members from the University
of California, Utah, and Santa Barbara at 210 S. 10 St. from Sturday
morning to Sunday afternoon.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Kappa Gamma will hold a dance at
Almaden Golf and Country Club from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Wesley Foundation plans a dance in the Social Hall of the 1, irst
Methodist Church from 8-12 p.m.
Arnold Air Society will hold a picnic at Steven’s Creek in tlie
a f ternoon.
SUNDAY. APRIL 28
Phi Epsilon Kappa plans a Founder’s Day Banquet from 7-10 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi will hold a formal smoker at the Chateau &missy
from 6-10 p.m.

A string quartet composed of
Beverly Zara, violin; Sheri Snyder, violin; Lois Nelson, viola;
and Donald Homuth, assistant
professor of music, cello; will follow the woodwind trio. The quartet will play two Debussy compositions, "Anime’ et ,Tres Decide"
and "Assez Vif et Bien Rythme."
Clorinda Di Lonardo, soprano,
will sing Donaudy’s "0 Del Mio
Anima to Ben", Charpentier’s
"Depuis le Jaur", and Harriet
Ware’s "This Day is Mine." Lawrence Pastori will be her accompanist. Margie Di Lonardo, pianist, will close the program with
Schumann’s "Papillons, opus two."
There is no admission charge
for the concert.

Prof, Lawyer
Will Discuss
Racial Issues
Segregation problems and meta/
differences will be discussed tomorrow evening by Dr. Herbert
Blumer, chairman of the Sociology Institutions Department at
the University of California. and
Nathaniel S. Colley, lawyer and
president of the NAACP Central
Area Conference.
The two men ssill speak in
the Concert ’Hall of the Music
Building at 8 p.m. under the
auspices of the Sociology Department as its contribution to
the Centennial siymputduni series. Milton B. Fiendish!, chairman
of the Department of Sociology
Nt
and Social VVork, wall lie
endue.
Dr. Blumer Was named chairman of the University of California Department of Sociology in
1952. He has served as president
of the Society for the Study of
Social Problems, has been editor
of the American Journal of Sociology and is past president of
the American Sociological Society.
In July 1954 he was co-director
of the International Conference
on Race Relations held in Honolulu.
Dr. Blunter was graduated
front the University of Missouri
In 1921. He received both his
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Chicago.
Colley was graduated from Tuskegee Institute in 1936 with a B.S.
degree in secondary education. He
entered the Army in 1942 and
served as a captain during the
Solomon Islands campaign in
March, 1944. He received his LL.B.
degree’in 1948 from Yale University Law School. Now he Is in private law practice in Sacrtioneato.
He is president of the California
Federation of Civic Unity; cochairman of the West Coast Regional Legal Committee; and
member of the National Legal
Committee, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Board of Directors. He
is married and has five children.

Finance Group Approves
Bill for New SJS Dorms
San Jose State’s $5,160,000 appropriation for the construction
of six dormitories has been approved by the Senate Finance
Committee in Sacramento.
The Assembly Ways and
Means (uuinrnittee had pre%Musty passed the Item, adding
it to the proposed 1957-68 state
budget.
The bill still must be passed by
both houses of the legislature.
The appropriation for the dorms
was brought up at this time In
order to take advantage of lowinterest federal money believed
available. It has been reported

More than 1000 Santa Clara
County high school seniors will be
on campus tomorrow when SJS
holds its annual County High
School Visitation Day.
The four-hour program will
feature campus tours, departmental visits and talks on San
Jose State campus life, according
to program chairman Robert S.
Martin, associate dean of students.
Charles R. Timpany, county
superintendent of schools, will
preside at the opening assembly
in Morris Dailey Auditorium, beginning at 9:30 a.m. Dr. Grant
Burton, executive dean, and ASB
Vice President Don Ryan, will
deliver welcoming addresses, followed by an explanation of admission requirements and procedures by Miss Viola Palmer, admissions officer.
"A View From the Tower," a
film depicting life at SJS, will be
shown, with campus tours and
visits to various college departments beginning at 10:20 a.m.
Dr. Lowell Walter, college per-

state compensation insurance represents ti yeti.
Ross Laboratories, San Rafael.
from 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. for pharmaceutical sales positions.
Interview to be held tomorrow
is:
Oakland Camp Fire Girls, from
1:30-4:30 p.m. for general coonselors, hand craft director and
UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP
waterfront director (summer positional.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Teacher placement interviews
will be held tomorrow and Friday
in the Placement Office.
Interviews to be held are:
Jordan’s moderate unless their unpublished demands
JORDAN
Tomorrow: Tmna Unified
Premier Hussein Khalidi met with were met.
Schools, Trona, Calif.
his cabinet in Amman yesterday
U.N. TO HEAR SUEZ PLANS
Friday: Riverside City Schools.
to deride whether to surrender
Secretary of
WASHINGTON
to boiling leftist opposition against
State John Foster Dulles said yeshis pro-Western regime. A Cairo
terday the United States plans to
radio broadcast said he had dereport to the United Nations Secided to resign immediately.
curity Council this week on its
Khalidi called in his ministers Suez Canal negotiations with
after receiving a delegation from Egypt.
leftist political parties which had
threatened street demonstrations KNOWLAND TO CAMPAION-1’
By JIM DRENNAN
HOLLYWOOD - - California ReThe important role being played
publicans yesterday were divided
the chanIn their opinions on whether Sen. by the Belgian Congo in
ges now shaking Africa was die William F. Knowland
left the door open for a fling at cussed yesterday by a Congo
Dr. Wilthe Governor’s chair when he told newspaper editor before
Orreporters he would stump the liam Vatcher’a International
ganization class. The speaker was
Changes in *he Awards Com- State next fall.
Andrew Mankowski, editor of
mittee by-laws and the request
L’Easer du Congo, a French -langfor an appropriation for the Pa- WANTS JOURNALIST POOL
Secretary of uage newspaper published in ElizWASHINGTON
cific Student President’s Assn.
conference are scheduled for this State John Foster Dulles Raid yes- ahethville, one of the colony’s largafternoon’s Student Council meet- terday he feels a limited number est cities. He appeared by arrangeing according to Ray Freeman, of American reporters could be ment of the US. State Departpermitted to go to Red China un- ment.
ASH president.
Mankowski said that the Belder an experimental "pool" arA request for $500 will be made
gian (’ongo, oae-third the alze
to send the present ASH president rangement.
Although this represented a re- of the United States.. is a batand vice president and next year’s
treat from his previous adamant tleground tor four different
president and vice-president to the
stand, Dullen emphasized that the ways of life. It Is controlled by
PSPA convention in Scottsdale, United States has no intention now the West, %hose 100,000 white
Ariz. The council is meeting at of dropping its general ban on colonists nile 11,000010 Ne2 35 pm in the Student Union. travel by Americana to Red China. groes, hut Is being istawd 1.) the

Premier Of Jordan
uits Under Threats

that federal loans are available
at a low interest rate of 2.875’1.
The six buildings, costing
$790,000 each, would he erected
on protwrly yet to be acquired
II) the college. The first block
south of San Curios street would
be the probable spot, according
to Evecutise Dean C. Grant
Burton.
Money to buy this property,
plus 4ii other blocks, is already
in the 1957 buget. The appropriation includes $420,000 for equipping the dorms. Three of the
dorms would be for men and three
for women, each housing ’200 per-

sons.
The Swift action by the Senate
Finance Committee is to speed
up state action in acquiring the
two blocks on which the new
dorms will be located.
The six dorms approved for
5.15 are annum/ faellItlea for a
total of $400 atudents at 10
different colleges.
The additional $5,160,000 capital outlay appropriation for SJS,
which would not become available
unless the low -interest federal
money were obtained, brings the
total budgeted funds for SJS expansion to approximately 15 million dollars this year.

High School Seniors Girls Inform
To Meet On Campus AWS Of Trip

Interviews To Continue
Today anti Tomorrow
Placement interviews will continue today and tomorrow in the
Placement Office, Room 100. Details and appointments can be obtained in that office.
Interviews to be held today are:
California State Personnel
Board, from 9:20 a.m.-12 noon for

NO. 112

sonnet counselor, will open the
afternoon session with n talk on
housing, part-time employment,
Orientation Week and the college’s financial aid program.
Stanley Benz., dean of students,
will then speak on the topic "Inside San Jose State College," and
Tom Burns, Frosh Camp student
director, will discuss the camp
and the college ROTC staff, explaining the ROTC program.
The afternoon session will adjourn at 1:45 p.m.

School History
Goes On Sale
"Pioneers for One Hundred
Years" --the history of San Jane
State College by 1)1., Benjamin F.
Gilbert - is on sale today in the
Spartan Book Store, according to
the Public Relations office.
The single volume, 256 -page
book will sell for $3.38, or will
be mailed for a cost of $3.50.
Only 1000 copies are being
printed, and because it is n nonprofit project, the usualfaculty
discount will not apply. The book
will be sold in several book stores
in San Jose,
Dr. Gilbert is an associate professor of history here at SJS.

Vets To Sign Now
Attention Korean Vets.
Attendance forms for the
month of April will he signed
today through Friday only. Veterans WhO fail to sign their
III
t"cnis this week shu,iiId c
ROOM 122 on Thursday, May 2.

St u den s Insets ss
Guinn’ To Church
The Pivsbyterian Student Fellowship will discuss the topic
"Surely You Don’t Go to Church"
tonight at the Presbyterian Stu dent Center, 99 S. 11th St. Dinner
will be served at 6 o’clock.

To Convention
Jeannie Oakleaf and Terri Galvin will speak and show slides
during today’s AWS meeting
about their recent trip to Michigan to at tend the Associated
Women Student’s National Con.
vention. The meeting begins at
4:30 p.m. in Room 24.
Final plans also will be made
for Monday’s Curs Meow Barba.que, sponsored jointly by AWS
and the Women’s Athletic Assn.
Tickets will go on sale tomorrow
and Friday at the Library Arch
and the Women’s Gym for 5.
Chili Beans, hot dogs, tossed
salad, pie and milk will be served
at the bar beque pits in front of
She Womea’s Gym from 5 to 6:30
p.m.
Entertainment will be provided
and speeches will be given by candidates for next year’s AWS offices. Gloria Alvernaz and Liz
Faye are co-chairman for the
event.

Pledge Committee
Seeks To Secure
Student Support
A student pledge-petition corn.
mittee of the Student Y social
action committee meets tonight
to work out the wording to be
used in a petition to be circulated
pledging students to endorse democracy.
The
meeting,
according
to
Chairman Mel Powell, will get
underway at 7 o’clock at the Student Y.
The committee is seeking the
backing of the student body in
condeinming restrictive housing
practices in San Jose. If enough
signatures are secured, the commit tee hopes to present the petition to the administration requesting that a definite policy be set
support ing non-discriminatory
housing.

Newspaperman Discusses
Belgian Congo Importance

Ask By-Laws
Change of ASB

Arab world, which appeals to
OM I% Or mainly because of
its sanctioning of polygamy ; the
Indians, MO% lag west vi ard I rum.,
their er1.14 dull homeland; and
the Commtinists, who are wig ’ lag a campaign of racial hatred
la an attempt to Mete the Congo’s wealth.
And the wealth Is worth fight] ing for, Mankownki pointed out
The Belgian Congo is rich in uranmum, copper and hydroelectric
power potential, and Is the world’s
I largest producer of industrial diamonds. Many U.S companies have
developed huge areas of the colony
for the exploitation of its raw
Imateriale
All this wealth isn’t being taken
lout of the colony. though. Han’ kownki said Millions of natives
’have left their tribes and moved
the

to the Congo’m bustling cities to
take jobs and start their own
busineasea, causing a decline of
the all anti -work philosophy and
a deterioration of tle tribal structures. The speaker said the natives are hungry for western
goods, often buy luxuries before
the necessities of life.
Thi ’economic well-being of
the 4 ongo unveil fits in with
Reigium’s plan for its colony.
Slankoaskl remarked. The Bel glans feel that it the natives are
economically aell-oft they won’t

get ini,olied in politics. "But the
Belgians know that changes are
corning. and to prepare for eventual indeiwndence they are build
lag more link entities, In which
natisen are gken the training
required for self-government,"
he said.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Biblite
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Scientist Studies Infectious Snail in Iowa
IOWA CITY
(UP) A
:!.
is the object of an extensie study
snail that lises in the rice pad& J
and irrigation ditches of the Orient
by a Chinese sc’entist at the Umversity of Iowa’s college of medicine.
Dr. Hsi Fan Hsu has been study.
ing the problem posed by the snail
since 194S.
So small it can hardly be seen
with the naked eye, this amphibious snail is known to can-y a blood
fluke in Its larval stage which in....
ORIENT Study Tour with SITA Spon
sared by San Jos. State Collegis.
umiak tour feturing
remarkable
survey of the Islands of Japan, Om
urban centers and industrial and
nee, sections and visiting the Go.
rnmental heeds of Mrs/ Japan. Spezia! dinners, theatre pairties. tc. Ac
commodations in fine hotels, famous
resorts. picturesue inns. I units
credit available in Socials, Scieinc by
Son Jose State College. Conducted
by Dr. William Vatcher, Jr. 7,0.1
rata
$145400
Saillog July 7th
PRES. WILSON
Write or phon lorevplantory
f
DON DAVIS
Si,, Jose’s Oldest TravI Aqncy
lit & San Antonio, San Jos,
CT 7-5000
or
Sylvi Crone, Compus Rresenta
tine CV
4-1298

frets the human ..ir and certain
abdominal veins. Any persons who
walks or steps in water infested
with the creature is almost sure
to contract the disease.
The disease, which is fatal more
than 10 per cent of the time, is
very hard to get rid of. Victims
who don’t die find it is a chronic
disease.
Suffering from abdominal pains
and enlargement of the liver and
spleen, victims gradually weaken
requiring more and more rest each
day until they become bedridden.
Dr. Hsu, who is working under a
grant given by the U.S. Public
Health Service, says his work may
shed some new light on the disease in three to five years if all
goes well.

NO LABOR WHITEWASH
CHICAGOWilliam F. Schnitzer. Secretary -Treasurer of
AFL-C10, said yesterday there
will be no "whitewash" connected
with the summons for Dave Beck
to appear before an AFL-CIO
Ethical Practices Committee.
Schnitzler met with newsmen
after an address in which he called for "strengent" punishment for
anyone misusing union health and
welfare funds.
----------

the

UNIFORMS
NURSES

DOCTORS
open
evenings
by
appointment

BEAUTICIANS
WAITRESSES
Tells. Holf Sizes, Regulars
and Juniors
Same discontinued styles
in Taffeta
Dacron
White R;.
Seersucker

and Emblems

219 PARK AVENUE at LOCUST
3 blocks west of Mritet
CV 2.8976

brides’

Then of course there were the
two widowsone
of the "I’ll
Cry Tomorrow Ty pc"that kept
casting the same kind of looks
at the handsome captain that
the handsome captain was casting at the equally handsome
shim girls. None of the three
were particularly successful in
these endeavors.

stationery

guest registers
imprinted

By SIEL
It being my first excursion
aboard a train, I didn’t know what
to expect during my return from
spring vacation aboard Southern
Pacific’s "Lark"- a train t h a 1.
much to my dismay, Rita Hayworth chose to ride three days
before.
However, I was not disappointed!
The two night club performers
that sat in front of me and sang
while we socialized in the club
car had a lot of talent and were
eictremly easy on the eye . . .

The paratroop captain was loaded - the medals were impressive.
lie made a good club car companion, however, and was able to
get us on a friendly basis with
the two singers. He seemed more
than able to keep the fair maidens
on their toes throughout most of
.the night ...

Superior Emblem Co.

napkins and matches

tablecloths, cups, plates
Ask for our FREE booklet
^50 YOU’RE GOING TO RE MARRIED"

hi1 holler I ming ,,s

KEEP
CASUAL
OH
CAMPUS

1770g.

Long Night’s Travel Into Day
And Frightening Awakening

The 15 -year -obi -lady that ors-opted the seat ATI My I’ll is as
at least colorful uith all her
gaudy jewelry, man’s tie, knIcknees and Elvis Presley magazine. She thought Elvis vt a
"Communist inspired"

All Kinds of
Lettering

NON’ 1144T YOU MENTION IT 1 VE OAP VERN"
AmENPANCE IN my CI.A5E5,100///

Most of this lonely group dwindled away when the old colored
waiter called a halt at midnight.
It was absolutely outrageous
closing at twelve o’clock. We
thought we had gotten onto the
wrong train and had ended up
in Kansas.
The two girls nho mere practicing for their opening the nest
, the Don Titan
night, the VI
of the paratroops and myself,
howeser, stood our ground in
the now dry, somehow sad club
car.
While not fencing off the amorous captain, the girls kept everyone entertained with some nice
vocalizing.
However, the widow soon discovered I WAS from her home
state, From that moment forward
she kept up a steady stream of
ish-suf fixed babble. At last her
Old Taylor ran out and then so
did she.
The captain then made a
heroic stand toss tints the rear
ssith one of the girls.
of the
Rut he was forced to retreat.

GAUNTZ
He crept assay quietly, to his
Chair in the next car.
I held on until daylight and
finally, with a bubbly feeling of
gallantry that usually creeps up
on me about that time of the
morning, I bowed graciously and
asked the two lovelies to please
stop at my place for coffee between trains.
This they thought was an extremely noble and kind gesture.
With virtuous smirks and giggles they accepted. I sine Immediately .truck by qualms! But,
In my reckless youthfulness I
east wade all uneasy thoughts
and assailed our arrisal in San
Jose.
The sun was yet low on the horizon when the three of usone tall,
shapely, with a "Leslie Caron"
haircut; the other barely topping
five feet with bright red hair ond
a thought -provoking figure a nd
methin, ugly and bent double
with their luggage mounted the
three flights of stairs of my apartment .on ’Sixth street.
Musk filled the air and little
birds chirped cheerfully At my
happy windowsill as vie laughed
and frolicked around the dining
room table, recalling all t he
hilarious facets of our recent adventure.
But alas, as all things must.
this moment passed and the two
fair beauties of the show
that had made my eager. collegeiate heart singdeparted.
I’ll have to
And so soon? . .
ask my wife what she said to
them while I was in the kitchen
... if I ever see her again...

world

Alpha Eta Sigma will meet at
the First Federal Savings & Loan
Assn., 50 N. 1st St., Thursday eve.
fling at 7:30 o’clock. Members are
asked to enter through the 2nd
Street entrance. Mr. C. J. List
of E. F. Hutton & Co. will speak
on investments.
AWS will meet today at 4:30
p.m. in Room 24.
Co-flee will meet this evening at
7:30 o’clock in the Vomen’s Gym.
Delta Phi Epsilon will meet tomorrow evening at 6:43 o’clock in
Room 161 for a pledge work meeting.
Folk Dancers will meet Monday
afternoon at 12:30 p.m. in the
NVomen’s Gym. All interested in
forming a co-ed student folk dance
group please attend the meeting
or sign tip in Room 22 of the
Women’s Gym now.
International Students Organization will meet today at 3:30 p.m.
in the Green Room of the Speech
and Drama Building for a cabinet
meeting.
Intra-FraternIty Council will
meet at 7 o’clock this evening at
the Lambda Chi House.
Kappa Delta Pi will meet this
evening at 7 o’clock in the Student
Union for election of officers.
Pledging will be held at 7:30
o’clock.
Newman Club variety show has
been postponed to May 1. This
NVednesday evening a guest speaker will be featured at the regular
club meeting. Ile is Mr. Francis
Shich, a Catholic Chinese author
from Shanghai now living in the
U.S. He will speak on "Confucian
Philosophy and Catholicism."
Sigma Delta Pi will meet this
evening at g o’clock at the home
of Mr. L. C. Newby on Monte
Vista Dr. in Los Gatos for an initiation program. Those who need
transportation, meet at the Student Union at 7:30 o’clock.
Student Y -- a social action
pledge -petition committee on discrimination in student housing
-

will meet tonight at 7 o’clock al
the Y.
Camp Counseling Workshop begins tomorrow atternoon with a
cook -out from 5 to 8 o’clock directly west of the Women’s Gym.
The $1 registration fee must be
paid today at the Student Y. 205

Wins Steak for Self,
Reward for Owner
A lii-000nd
CHICAG0 (UP)
foxhound named Rocky has received a reward La silver dollar
and 15 pounds of steak.
A standing reward of $10(N) offered by the Chicago Currency
Exchange Association for apprehension of anyone burglarizing one
of its exchanges made Rocky eligi.

S. 9th St.
Tau Delta Phi will meet this ble.
evening at 7:30 o’clock Al the
Tower.
VVAA orchesis will meet today
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 10 of the
Women’s Gym.

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery

Sigma Delta (’hl will meet at
7:30 o’clock tomorrow evening in
Room J107.

7th & E. Santa Clara

NOW APPEARING

erroll garner
"Mr. Piano" and his trio

Coming:

lataWk

Dave Brubeck
MAY

Come to Proctor’s for best
selection, style and value!

Grewm’s wedding ring

/0 to ’40

Special, beth rings

’100 to $500
depending on diamond

UP TO A YEAR
TO PAY!

NO MONEY DOWN
NO INTEREST, NO CARRYING CHARGES

OPEN THURSDAY ’TIL 9
All

ir4
E’s;21111.
of the Globe Printing Co-,
1445 South First St. San Joao. Calif.

411114,44
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Day Editor
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Spawn Sbaibi
Entered as socond class matter
April 2e, 1934, at San Jose. Calif.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose State College.
except Saturday end Sunday. during
this college year with one issue during each final examInafion period.
Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder -of-school year basis. In
fall semester, $3; in Spring semester.
}1.50.
Telephone: CYprese 4-6414Edi
toriel, Ext. 210; Advertising Dept-

Fountoin: 8,eakfd,t, Lunch,
Unner
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stripes
summer is the time when campus men take
to the coordinated combo for rugged

Light Lunches
Fountain Service

fun at the

beach,

the bay
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the mountains, or around

a new look by calolina

Ill ivy stripes of ted, charcoal, and

w [lite

gives a colorful adventure in

$12.95

matching trunks and shirt. S, M, L

IVY 1,1AULT1.
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BLOOM’S
Shoes
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6.95
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From Shade’s, Union
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Spring Grid Drills Open; Thinclads Battle
65 Turn Out For Team Uclans, Fresno

By DON BECKER
Spring football practice moves
Into it third session today, and
for new grid coach Bob Titchenal,
the problems are great and the
prospects not particularly bright.
An estimated 65 candidates reported for the early drills Monday. Of these, well over half were
backfield candidates. Coach Titchenal said he had at least nine
candidates for each backfield spot.
At the end positions, where depth
is almost essential, there were
only five job seekers.
For the next four weeks, Titche-

Ask to see

Audrey
BACK BACK ROOM

nal will try to find out just what
he has in the way of material and
teach his charges the split T formation. Last season, under Coach
Bob Bronzan, the Spartans used
spread T, which is entirely different from the system Titchenal is
installing.
For what it’s worth, Oklahoma,
the nation’s most successful grid
machine, uses the Split T. but
Sooner Coach. Bud Wilkinson is
blessed with "slightly" better material than that which is found
on the local campus.
Gone from last year’s team,
which won two games and gained
one tie in 10 starts, are sixteen
lettermen. Foremost losses are Art
Powell, the nation’s number one
pass receiver and Bob Reinhart.
statistically speaking, the third
best passer in the country.
Both Reinhart and Powell defected to the Canadian League
where hard work on the gridiron
is paid for in greenbacks rather
than recognition.

- Show Slate STUDIO
M -G -M Presents
Lauren
Bacall
Dolores Glay

Gregory
Peck

in

"DESIGNING
WOMAN"
Metro Color - Cinereascope
You’ll be the hell, of thr Can.
tennirl Ball in a lovely gown
from Audrey s. Designd in the
newest styles and trbri, See
thero n I

Alan
Clifton
Sophia
Webb
Ladd
Loran
"BOY ON A DOLPHIN"
C;...,asc.p.-Colored by Deltas
- plus "SPRING REUNION"
Dana
Betty
Andrews
Hutton

Ai [key 13
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
between Ist and Market
CY 4.4368
Coal.-Loy-Away-Cfrarge
ts

-

Classified

RANCHO

EL

FOR RENT
Furnirdied apt.-four men. 301 S.
5th. CY 7-1758.
3-br. has, 8-wk. az. 6/20-8/3.-Reai
for visiting faculty member or
exch. for 3-br. hse. in Pasadena.
Ed Shutman, 9510 Wendon Ave.,
Temple City.
Rms. for men, kitch., linen, $25
mo. ea. 633 So. 5th.
Furu.. rms. 310-15 per mo. Kitch.
Male students. No drink., smok.
CY 3-3308.
WANTED
’38 or ’37 PORSCHE-1600 Speedster in gd. cond. CY 2-2200.
Typing of all kinds. Mrs. MT-Vernon. 487 N. 2nd. CY 2-0772.
Men :=Earn full day’s pay iti-3
hrs, while learning Military Police
work. CY 4-7671 or CH 3-8582.
FOR SALE
Tenor sax-Buescher-completely
overhauled. 340 W. Oish Rd. aft. 6.
Motorcycle ’33 A.J.S. Scrambler.
Ex. cond. Must sacrifice. $325. 620
S. 12th. CY 2-6189.
LOST
K&E Log-Log Duplex Deatrig
slide rule. Lost In coop. 4/12.
PLEASE ret. to S. Union. Reward.
MISCELLANEOUS
In Santa Cruz -dorm. aceemmodatIons $1 a nite at "Beachwood"
stud. op. Club conven. to beach.
Meals served. Parties, art classes
TV, etc Info. CY 3-8987, GA 6’23.57

John
Wayne

Maureen
O’Hara

in
"THE WINGS OF EAGLES"
plus
"THE RAINMAKER"
Burt Lancaster’ Katherina Hepburn

Onvim

CV. 7- IOC 0
"WEE GEORDIE"
Best from Scotland Since
’Tight Little Island- plus
"IDINIOROUGH FESTIVAL"
Both in Color

grirC)GA
SSA
jol’is
uNioN
Elitabeth
Rock
Taylor
Hudson
James Dean
in
"GIANT"

MAYFAIR
Rod 6
Hudson

Dan
Duryea
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-BATTLE HYMN"
plus
"4 01ILS IN TOWN"
Julia Adams
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MrGuir
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"FRIENDLY PERSUASION"
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"CANYON RIVER"
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ATO and PiKA
Play Tonight
By LARRY REESIE
Alpha Tau Omega and Pi Kappa
Alpha, Fraternity and Independent
unbeaten champion respectively,
will play tonight in the Spartan
Gym at 8:30 o’clock for the Intramural League championship.
ATO swept through the Fraternity League with a perfect 10-0
record to establish a string of 24
wins without defeat in Intramural
League basketball contests over
the past two years.
PiKA, also undefeated this year,
won the Pacific Coast League
round robin schedule with a 9-0
mark and then defeated the Bruins
and Sparvets -- the No. 2 and 1
teams in the Inter-Coast League
respectively - to win the Independent League crown.
Both of the latter teams gave
PiKA a great deal of trouble before "clutch play" by guard Lee
Magginson. forward Glen Albaugh
and center Dino Ruffoni pulled
the wins out of the fire.
ATO’s po w (’ r is generated
through fine team play - both offensively and defensively forwards Bob Chrisco and Shelley (Beebe) Detrick leading the
way.
The remainder of the A7’0
starting five will be composed of
center Charles Francisco and
guards Bill Benson and Keith
Antes. PiKA will feature tall Walt
Dabel at forward with Albaugh.
and Jay Schulman at guard along
with Megginson.
PiKA will have the height advantage with big Ruffoni, Dabel
and Albaugh teaming up on the
backboards, but the ATO precision
and team work has a 24 -game win
streak and thereby holds the slight
edge up to game time.

Net Action Heavy
Varsity Faces SB
Spartan tennismcn are in the
middle of a busy schedule this
week as they face Santa Barbara
College today in the .Channel City
a n’d then compete tomorrow
through Saturday in the Ojai
Tournament, an annual "big
name" event held in the resort
town of Ojai in Ventura County.
Earlier this week the racquet.
men visited the net teams of
Pepperdine and Loyola in Southern California.
Coach Butch Rrikorian’s netters
will resume Northern California
action Tuesday against San Francisco State in the Bay City

Set Your Sightti
On Tomorrow
for clear vision sea ...
Dr. Jack H. Chennell

Plus
Anthony
retlies

Reinhart’s departure may not be
hardfelt. There are four eager
hands, all experienced, ready to
fill his shoes. Mary McKean, Dick
Vermeil, Mike Jones and Roger
Weiland have displayed either
ability or potential ability in past
performances at the signal calling post.
McKean, Reinhart’s stand-in last
season and statistically the 29th
ranked passer in the country. is
rated as the early favorite to take
over the starting berth. Any of the
others could move in, however.
Returning lettermen from last
season include Jim Moore, (190t.
and Bob Dunivant, (lEGI, at ends;
Nick Sanger (226) and Ps-antis
Porter (205) at tackles; Bob Mar.
ciel, (195), center; Stan Keith
(185), Herb Boyer (190), George
Barrington (210) and Jack Coolidge (180) at guards; Jim Riley
(170), Harvel Pollard (170), Bill
Montero (173), an& Benny Guzman, halfbacks; Al Chapman.
(187), fullback; and quarterback
McKean.
From this nucleous, Titchenal
will try to mould a winning football team. Due to scholarship complications, few J.C. transfers are
expected to find their way to Spartanville. Of course, if the State
College Presiderit’s Council votes
to allow SJS to follow only PCC
athletic regulations, the chances
of acquiring additional strength,
will be increased.

Keel
Malden

OPTOMETRIST
CY 5 2747

"FEAR STRIKES OUT"

254 S. 2nd.

&limb*? Sysit-ift

14 11.1NDIL F.. 19)1.:
Sun Jo.., State’s sassy cinder squad %%ill liae little time to lean
back and sit on their laurels.
After the Cal cuffing in their last meet (the Santa Barbara
Belays were washed out saturday), the Spartans head for Fresno
tomorrow, where they run into l’CLA, 11134 NCAA champ. and
grudge-6%AI Fresno State. The Ratter Johnson -sparked Bruins (he
was second in the Olympic decathalon last year) are a lati. addition
to the 7:30 p.m. program under the lanterns,
Classy performances by Rapid Ray Norton, Ken Napier, Clint
Redus, and Chuck Polizzi headlined the locals’ loss to Cal, who,
recorded 73’2 points while Spardi
rolled up 45 and the University of
Vashington scored 4352.
Blessed with built-in power
glide, Norton handed Cal Olympian Leamon King his first defeat of the season In the 220.
Whipping out of the blocks in
his typical cyclonic fashion. Nor, ton grabbed the lead from the
start. King moved up within two
KenNapier
Rater Johnson
strides of Norton at about the 12(3.
yard mark, but the 19-year -old local soph showed his taillight to Cal’s
fastest Bear. Rapid Ray’s time was :21.2 on the notoriously slow Berkeley oval; King was caught at :21.5.
"lie WAN NO WO fast fur me," King told this writer. "I tried to
move up but I couldn’t make up the ground."
In the century, Norton again bolted into an early lead, but King
uncorked his famous lift at the 60-yard pole and the Cal Clipper out souped Norton to the tape. King hit :9.7; Norton :9.8.
"I knew he was going to make his misc." Rapid Kay offered.
"and I kinds’ tightened up when he caught me."
And thus a little water is now over the dam.
Tomorrow night Rapid Ray engages Fresno’s Mike Agostini, the
Trinidad terror who came within a whisker of whipping King in the
century Saturday. Agostini is currently the nation’s fastest sprinter
without the aid of wind (:9.5). Agostini and Norton have both peeled
:9.4 with a trailing wind.
Ken Napier, running the fastest mile of his life in 1:10, turned
In one of the meet’s outstanding performances. Had It 110i been for
a crony move by Cal’s Rog Stephens, Napier might have grabbed
111 the marbles.
The tatooed little Spartan was on the heels of Cal’s Maynard
Orme, the eventual winner, and Stephens heading into the last turn.
Stephens, running second, quickly boxed out Napier by moving next
to Orme, who was on the inside. Napier was thereupon forced to
swing to the outside, which he did masterfully, and kicked past
Stephens and almost passed Orme at the tape.
Besides acquiring the lyrics to "don’t fence me in," Napier undoubtedly learned an object lesson from his defeat. ()rine was clocked
in 418.2.
Napier now will fare UCLA’s Bobby Seaman, the fastest V.s.
collegiate miler (4:01.2; 4:04.1), and Fresno’s record smasher. Jack
Wilcox (4:10.7). Fly ills own admission, Napier is not supposed to be
In these boy’s league. But since he runs on guts and gristle, It
wouldn’t be wise to count him completely out of contention.
Clint Redus obtained a split in the hurdles against Cal’s Joe
Griffin. Redus bagged the 220-yard lows in :23.6 and was nipped in
a photo finish by Griffin in the 120-yard highs.
Tomorrow. Redus faces the country’s No. 1 Ito date) hurdler.
FSC’s Ancel Robinson. and UCCA’s- twin duo, Ken Thompson and
Mary Luster. All of these boys are in the top 10 on the NCAA charts.
Robinson has frisked :14.1 and :22.7; Thompson Is on the hooks
with :14.4 and :23.8, Redus has flown :14.6 and :23.8, and Luster hit
:14.3 and :23.7.
Chuck Polizzi, the happy wanderer, continues to improve in the
Javelin .and upset Cal’s Billy Nuefeld with a toss of 203 ft. 3’4 in.
He’ll now face UCLA’s Rog Johnson (209-71 and Dick Voiles 1202), and
Fresno’s Bill Spielman (212-3).
You don’t have to be a swami to realize that the Spartans will
encounter their roughest opposition of the year in this meet.

Swimmers To Compete
Iii StateChampionships

artan Sports

Is
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Wildness Aids
Sacramento In
Win Over .SJS

SUPPLY YOUR HOBBY
WITH THE FINEST IN
HOBBY MATERIALS
at

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP

Normally reliable Hal Kolstad
ran into a wild streak yesterday
and walked nine Sacramento Stat.,
batsman while the Spartans were
being toppled, 7-4, in the Capital
city.

293 S. FIRST STREET
Nerst t.i A no Cara
- OPEN 90
Mon. - Thurs.. EU.
TIMM
Sat. - 9 6
Wild.

Spartan mound ace Kolstad
gave up only seven hits, but the
walks were enough to give the
home club its winning margin.

GOLDEN WEST
DRY CLEANERS

Larry Moors slammed out three
hits, including a triple, and batted
in two runs to lead the Sacramento assault.
Jim Craig paced the local stickers with three singles. Joe Winstead picked up a pair of safeties
and Jerry Clifford and Don Hodgen each collected one hit to account for all of San Jose’s base
hits.
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and
BACHELOR SERVICE
LAUNDRY
’
I
I
I

FAST SERVICE
In at 9 - Out at 5

I

25 S. 3rd
Open 7:30-6. Sat 7:30-1

The locals were unable to coma
through with the timely basehit
They left 12 runners stranded on I
the bags. Bill Linn, the Sacramento starting hurler, w a s in ’
trouble right from the start. He
walked nine Spartans in his four
inning stint. but San Jose was
only able to touch him for four
runs.

For the Dance . . .
A lovely
...Corseitge
from

BAKMAS

Ralph Caudle relieved Linn lit
the fourth and went on to shutout
the locals over the rest of the
way to chalk up the win.

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
I 0th & Santa Clare CY 2-0462

0.
MAUER’S CAFETERIA
See end Buy What You Like

56

Complete Dinners
Just
1.00 to 1.50

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

175 SOUTH FIRST

We Specialize
In Homemade
Desserts

ACROSS FROM KRESS

THE NICEST PEOPLE
OPEN
MON.
THURS.
’TIL
8 P.M.

1

are our customers:
enjoy the peak of
’,L.hion in every season
Ly renting complete
formal outfits.

35 So. 4th St.

3
7
4
2
0

The Tuxedo Shop

Breaded Veal Cutlets

85‘

Spartan Swimmers will tackle Francisco in the California State
the big boys tomorow in San Swimming Championships, a
three-day affair. The splashers
spent the Easter vacation touring
Southern California and competing against Fresno State. Long
Beach City College and Cal Poly.
Coach Tommy O’Niell’s mermen started the holidays off on
the right fin by capturing the Cal
Three Spartan judoists. John Aggies Relays at Davis. The SparSepulveda, Mel Augustine and Ben tans grabbed 110 points to edge
Campbell, placed the name of San defending champion Cal Poly
Jose State in a favorable national with 108. College of the Pacific
light last week in Hawaii in the squeezed over the century mark
finals of the American Athletic with 101 to nab third.
San Jose State was the dark
Union Judo Tournament, accordhorse winner of the Relays taking
ing to Coach Yosh Uchida.
Sepulveda, competing in the 150 only two first places, in the last
lb. division, defeated the 1956 na- two events. A new record was
tional champion, Art Emi of Holly- set by the Spartans in the 400
wood, before losing to the new yard individual medley with a
champ. Fred Oishi. On the point time of 4:13.4. .9 under the old
scoring system, Uchida said. Sepul- mug*. Chuck White, Rollo Koivisveda would be ranked fourth in the to, Stan McConnell arid Art Lambert turned in the win.
division.
,In the 400 yard freestyle. Dale
Team winner of the national
tourney was a squad of all-stars Anderson, Roger 111cCandless, FA
from the Los Angeles area, the Chang, and Lambert gave another
same group which the Spartans 40 points to the SJS total and also
the Relays title.
will meet May 4.

Large Bottle Milk 15c

Judo Experts
Rated Strong
In AAU Finals

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUlid
545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Spring
time
is
M.G.
time.

LOSE WEIGHT
Guaranteed Results in 30 Days
REDUCE I
YOUR
WAIST

REDUCE

brifish motor center ltd.

V DU’ E I

YOUR

YOUR

TI4IGY4S

FiiPS

BUST DEVELOPMENT

2180 w. san carlos

-4‘

CY 3-3635

open eve.

9

Personal Instruction Only

In The Newest and Finest Gym in San Jose

San Jose Health Club
IMPROVRONIT PuB WrN1A1-14
CY 7-3251
413 E. Seale Clara St.
ALSO STUDIOS AT 336 (4TH ST OAKLAND

k
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THI HOLIDAY IIOCK
l ottho ace e
roung. Munirried,
re.ning ideas too mitdven the rail a
and restiosat holidays therm New ter..
to Cbrislotae-reldrsherients. feeble
teme, cleownetions. Wools to mai a
tongs toe.. Pub. at $1.110
0. FREUD: DICTIONARY OF PSYCHO.
o 0." to
ANALYSIS. from "A r 1 I
.
Zoosehob.a -the complete
stated gloited o’ ell the et
a, deleted and evolarred
use pcichal writ ngs. Ed E In;
$ F. Gaynor Pub. at $3.75 Sale-41.911
P. HOW WE FOUGIHT FOR
b. E. Deniers. A t oely
seemious school boad
organ Sed minor.ty that
the Cothralinity a 1"ew
tem. Pub. at $3.00

OUR SCI40.
story of tht.
mown, o
frit., .
taP

IS. WELCOME TO SPANISH by S. Re
A complete course p., table for .
P.p.
era, -corn and soltsoching.
Sitte-41.49
$2.50
Statia’s Crimes-NOTES FOR A JOUR.
NAL by Masi,’ Litninov-SonsaTONal olioclorsTes on the purges. Steen -Hitler pact,
etc. by the toriner Soviet Forage Mies
S410-.91
lam. Pub. at 53.75
12, THE UNITED STATES IN A CHANGING
WORLD, by .serres P. Westboro. Pro .
vo.aves challenging study of American
foregn peer-from Colonial times to
5ele--$1.90
the present. Pub. at $5_75
It THE MATING INSTINCT, by L. J. & L4
J. Milne. How each member of the
animal kinsman behaves in couretn.o
combat and conquest. Illus. Pub. a.
Safe-41A
Se.50

2
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Crain sr 11,re Ruth, lobby Jones and
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1 -nary. 75 contemporary photos. Pub,
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Salte-...1111
of EDGAR ALLEN
S.14C141 Wrila
FOE, by en. Slater. 5$901. of le’rwv,
laths, poems, essays, criticism. mar,
goal a etc. Pub. at $3,75
Salo PM
Joao-Paul Sartre’s IN THE MESti. The
core of Sertres belief, presented :n
clic
a compelling drama boot
tato, at the moment of his downfall.
Solo-.111
Pub. at $2.25
Americas Docussmots-THE FAITH OF
OUR FATHERS. IN insoir:ma wt,ttegs,
rmolutions ant petitions expressing the
ideal, of the Arnevicari "common man"
from 1790 to 1060. Pub. at $500
5416-11.1991
Spellman, Reether, Crowd, Ofbers9IT UPON THE WORLD. by Paul F.
Douglass. A Astor, of our industrial age c,,Ituro, as reflected in the lives
of 8io proninent AmeriCafif. Pub. at
5405
Sale-.9111
e

totrand Russell’s DICTIONARY OF
MIND. MATTER AND
More than OLIO definitions asid
religion.
politics,
ocenrians
on
teence, history and philosophy b,
great modern trucker, Alpha
Put. at $5.0C
,
Sale-51N
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14. The Memoirs el C
CALL TO HONOR. An mien. el wrote
to trir records,
sent
Cresented bs
Church711 and otters -momentous. br:1
Emmy wmen. packed with two revela5ele-.911
tion, 11Jus. Pub. at 15.00
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Charm aria,

FVPRESSiON OF

"no, tilLAabt
am---4Paara
e

et REALITY AND DREAM-Psycho
thaapy of
..2des ladle", by G.
DevOthave. fa
ring human diaCto
"thlot COntribirtion to the
"’"....";
oh
cuf
toral
of OS
interviews. tens, etc. Pub. at 73.0
Sale-41 Re

pittetrhas. v:rbeZI: accnI nada’nain

England’s "End. Pyle -NINE RIVERS
Denis Jonnstoas record
.
throvoh thlt hail NW
WW II -certain to become
. asi.c Or oar Ute,atunt. PubisZLIS.CCI
1.49
j’it CESAR FRANCE by I.. Valle. The oaf.
re biography of the genies of Enoch
antic m.s,c-hi, 1.1e, Compost no.
friendships, etc. Illus. Pub. at
a -chis
fate-41.90
$4.00
35. AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF WILHELM STEEEL. An ;etiolate history of psychoanatsts
revealed through the life of eone its greet
k0.-$1.911
pioneers. Pub. at $4.03
26. UNIONS AND CAPITALISM. by C. E.
Lindbloom. Provocative study of labor
unions end their relation 10 soiree ea
inftation. industrial dere4NreCY.
terors.
Selee-.111
etc. Pub. fit $1.75
27Th. Art of SELIIIIAT. II full.color prints.
Soper’, reprOduCtions of great point:11;st
paint:ryes mounted on t’/2i3" ontioue
stock and eminently suitable for hon.:no.
Low. notes by IA. Jeddieg. Imp. Pub.
at $7.50
Sole-.911

30. GINO. eel Olker APPARITIONS be
G. N. Tyeall, A Noe ineting study Of
hallucinations telepathy etc. from the
files ot the Society tor Psychical Re.
search. Pub. at $3.00
Sele41.88
31. Lillie* fienini-THE JOURNEY. The
distinguished author of "Strange Fruit"
describes It.. issermost thoughts ea the
road to self understanding and toistent.
meet. Pub. at $3.50

etc. --i784.
Sa -4
l.
l.49
36. DICTIONARY Of ETIQUETTE,byN.
Lockridge. Guide to modern manners-hundreds of hints on dams. weddings.
tipping, speech. job hunting, etc. Pub at
$3.50
37. "Seattle
Scolleed"-EDINSURGH YEAS
ROOK. 70 photos, I) in color. Most complete record of the 1956 Edinburgh Festival
-the Kabuki Dancers, Romeo and Julie
Ballet. etc. Pub. at $2.65
Sale-.1111

ie. THE ANIMAL ENCYCLOPEDIA-With ISO
Habits,
Wender.
Iv
L.
.11..i.rat.o-s.
therecteristies and hiit;ts of over 1.500
from "Angora Itabbit to
mammals
Zeoia’. ISO photos and drawings. Pub.’
Sale-VA.
at $4.50

culture,

Re. sew.

N. NEW LETTERS OF 1011ERT IROWNING,
or. by W. C. Delano & K. L. Knickerbocker’ Nearly NXI n’arieuslY unpublished
fetters resealing his private views on poetry.
theatre, art, etc. Pub. at $6.00
Lele-41.911
49. Epics of
Espionage-THE
CASE OF
COLONEL PETROV. by M. lialoguski. The
most ew,eng and fantastic spy story of
the cold war. Feb. al $3.75
5e1e-.111
50. Whaling & Mutiny-THAR SHE 111LOWSI
Sy C. S. Howland. All the thrills of hunting
the world’s most dangerous gas’s-true tales
01 violent mates, murderers, demon whales,
etc. Illus. Pub. at $3.50
Sale-18
Si. PRACTICAL ANIMAL HUSIANDRY, by
Jack Wilder. Complete, profusely illustrated
guide to raising and breeding all domestic
animals and poultry. Pub. at $3.511 Sale- -$1.0

39. Kier eeeee rd. G. K. Chesterton. Berdyikey
-MODERN CHRISTIAN tEVOLUTIONARIES,
ed. by Donald Altwoter. Lucid, inspiring SC’
Counts of the lines 416d thought of Eric 6111,
$5154.."00
54.00
C. F. Android, etc. Illus. Pub,

NEW.
0. 111. Mountain Wst-AMERICA’
FRONTIER by M. E. Gamier. The story
of the Rock, Merunta:n states-America’s
fastestgrowing field for new industries
and capitol investment. P.P. ar $3.50
Sale-U.0

40. KANGAROO, by ff. G. Lammond. A
savagely realistic account of kangaroo life
in the AustrVen bush country -.and of Sig
Red, who became ’both leader and chief
killer of his "rniabla Pub. at $3.93 Sale-.111

It. Gen. Mark W. Clark-FROM THE DAN
USE TO HE YAW. A great soldier
former C;.^-rnalNall,11-Ch:t1 in tee For
East, tells of Iris ten year running bath
with Communists and Wa,nagton Bureerug
vats. Maps and Proms. Pub. at WOW.
Sale-4111E

41. PAGANINI. by Renee de Saussine. The
sensational story of the greatest violin vir
time-pursued by women.
tuoso of all
adored by nations, man whose genius was
so incredible that it was attributed to
diabolical iespiration. Illus. Pub. at $400
Sale-$1.49

I AND AND WATER TRAILS, by E. Jae.
4- ...treable guide for the camper
iety. conservation, etc. litus.
Sale-111
12.9S

52. THE NEW DICTIONARY OF PSY
CHOLOGY. by Philip L. Harriman. Encyclopedia reference work that lists all
the concepts, technical terms, pheses,
important dates and personalities. Pub.
at $5.00
Sitio-$1.1111
$3. THE DEVIL, by G. Papini, A Willie’s
;story of Satan and hell in human and
divine affairs-in religion, in the ortt, in
philosophy. etc. Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.0
54. THE MISSING MACLEANS, by G. Hoare.
The sensational inside story of Donald Maclean, the British dipldrnat who vanished
behind the iron Curtain. Pub. at 5)15
Sale-111
55. Musician ’Rd Critic-DONALD FRANCIS
TOVEY: A SoriraPhY Eased on Letters, by
M. Grienon. Li
of the man whom Joachim
called "the most learned musician that ever
Sala-.$I.40
lived." Pub. at $5.00
U. SONGS OF FREEDOM, ed. by A. T.
Davison. Words and music of Disie. Home
on the Range, Go Down Moses, 66 other
favorite patriotic songs, folk songs, hymns.
etc. Pb, at 52.00
uSaiLe-ri..098
57. THE RAPE OF LUCRETIA. The’ somber
tragedy of old Rome transformed into a
modern opera by Iritten, Duncan, Piper
aed other brilliant stage artists. Photos and
color planet. Pub. at WOO
St MUSIC & RECORDINGS. by Fred Grumfield. Authoritative guide to classical and
review of the best pa
’art LP’s, with
forrnances M t955. ’Photos. Pub. at $4.95
Sal -.9111

of BOOKS
.9E1 &up
sale starts 8 a.m.

Sorry, no phone or mail orders

Orginally published to sell from

1.75 to 18.00

Vt. Ballads of Villon- I LAUGH
i’dROUGH TEARS, tram.. Cu G. S. Cut.
Sparkling, lrnmotal verses of the
Parisian "Vogebond King." Som. notes.
P..b. of 52.75’
Sale-.911
.00. Pandas of Presidents - C.
P. A.
mEALY. Illustated biography of a fevo
portraitist of Jackson, Lincoln. Grant,
e.c. By M. On Math. Pub. at 56.00
Sole-.9111
101. THE GEOGRAPHY OF HUNGER. by
J. de Castro. Cogent. searching analys.s
of the effects of mass starvation on
two-fhirds of the world’s population.
-ently written, timely and important.
i
a. $5.00
Sele$1.49

7.ERTRUDE STEIN: A Iliog-aphy el hl
-I. by D. Sutherland. A icy to tr.
innovations edict iefluenced Ine
v ir Joyce. Picatso, et el.. and rem, , a
lenornerk in otheieveism. Pub. at $3.75
Sale--$1.49
73. SPRINGTIME IN PARIS, by plot Paul.
A w tly and audacious love tether to the
world’s most erc:tag city-its artiste denc.
-eiso-ritheisv-theatheepaeo-onsa--stouwersi places.
Sele-.911
Pub. at $3.50
74, THE ADVENTURES Of A IALLET CRITIC.
by R. Suckle. Ease:noting panorama of the
dance *odd, wth perdportraits of Ilalant
chine, Fonteyn, etc. 48 ilius. Pub. at SSA
$al ei-AM
75. Eleanor Itooseired-IT SEEMS TO ME. En’
traord,nar;ly w.se. human and helpful -Iran
ras,ng chldren to lithe -known
ea ice on
Sal
IS
tarts on F.D.R. Pub. at $2.75

. Wildlife T ttttt ty-WINGS IN THE
i.i..,ERNESS. by A. D. Criiikshank. In
wonderful, lull page action photos of
wid birds--plover, ruffed grouse, mallards. IF/st104A. Pub. at $6.00 Sole-41.1111

76. Seafaring ie 111133-THE WANDERINGS
_ OF EDWARD ELY. Near mutiny, old New
..Yorl’i the Gold Rath, tomence from Marko
to Bombed-air thrillingly reseeded ie this
Sallow.911
authentic diary. Pub. of $3.75

103. JESUS AND HIS TIMES, by Daniel.
Roes. Acclaimed by leading Protestants
and Cathol.cs alike as the best life of
ever written. 615 pp. Pub. it
Chist
Sele-41.90
$5.00

77. JAN CHRISTIAN SMUTS Ey Nit See. An
glint of our times.
intImeto porHo4
history of the Union of South
unfolding
Sal -.911
’mAtrice. Illus. Pub. at $5.00

104. MATTER ENERGY MECHANICS, Erf
Dr. J. Mandelter. A new kinetic enittlY
formula ’which eliminates toconsistenc4s
between In. repstivity theory and the
Lagrong an equation of rnotion. Pub. at
5e1e-.1111
$3.75

aa

78. THE WORLD AND MAN, A Gakk 10
,Nudes, E.010100. by H. E. L. Mellersh.
rateine,rthll, comprehensive survey of man
accomplishments-chef:den on evolution, his
-tory, psychology, the arts. etc. KN. at $3.76
Sale-61.911
William’s TV DOXING ROOK. Sea-.0, rules, anecdotes, etc. Photos. Pub. at
Sale SI
5295

105. Freon Lehar-FORTUNE’S FAVORITE,
by W. MecQueerdPope & D. L. Murray.
The life and music of the Viennese
"waltz king," composer of "The Merry
Widow," and other classic of light
opera, Illus. Pub. at $5.25
Sal -1.111

_71. Jos

N. THE REST CARTOONS OF H. T.
wEISTER. 243 choice seter.tions from
lloAsood Ambitions.- "tile’s Darkest
Moment," "The Unseen Audience-, etc.
Pub. at $3.90
1o3e-.911
I. HANDIOOK OF LITERARY TERMS. Over
600 altthabef calivorrangeo mticles ’spleen.
vig the basic terms related to frothp,. poetry.
and illustrated with apt Quo
doom, etc
tation, By H. Tensed. Pub. at 13.50 Sele-.1
$2. TWENTIETH CENTURY
HYMENTAL
GIENE. ed. by M. Snore. Stimulatmg. ...formative articles by 111 noted authoritiespsychosconefic trelellocine, se. variants. the
Rorschach method, mental hygiene a in.
Ovary. the Army, etc. Illus. Pub. at $6.017
5a4.-41 .05
II. Homes
&
HeeetIcs-A
DANGEROUS
FREEDOM, by 5. snyitn. The vital, Aureate
story of "you ’story association" in Amerce.
. its history and significance today. PLb it
$3.95
M. Freest
frigate
to
Sebonariere-ROGER
KEYES. by C. Aspires!: Ogiorwtor. Adm.& of
the Near Lod Keyes-this legeadert WW
’Wok coatrowersiel Paadiantsefetley CAMP.
’,reedits’, with Churchill, etc. IIIas. lob.
ot $5/1
Ilattrnilla
95 IlhoehigseTreugh doe Ice Seeder-THE
WHITE
RT, by J. Gthever, Thrilling
aCCOlotat
plea& adventure end ditty/ray
-by IPA laindar at the historic letoreatioftel
Antadtic bpednion. Photos. Pub. it $625
.15
Sc
86 F. D. 111.’s Boss-THE END OF INNOby Jonathan Denies. The inside
CENCE
of young F. D. I. no f1 Nam chit’,
Jt.ephui Daniels in The ’,buten. Wilson
5eee-.911
era Photos. Pub. el 15.00
! 6’

PERSIAN

50.00

mirdiAti_rcrS

If fun Color

Sale-4I 111

OP. TIBETAN MARCHES, by A. 1Cgot.
coot ng. informed picture of the Tibetans
way of life. Photos. Pub. at $5.00
and me
Sale-$1 PS
90. Chlotteadal & Green Pekcie-A CYCLE
OF CATHAY, by W. vv, Appleton. The
Chinese vogue in 17th and I0th century Eng
lend, and et inflows on that Poociers eH,
literature, deco., etc. Iltus. Pub, at 53.00
Selo-41
91. The Conquest of Everest-SOUTH COL,
by W. Novce. An eyesvfnest acct.& of
the thrillog adventures ano triumphs of
Hillery, Tenting, et al, 76 photos. Pub.
Selso41.911
$AO
MAKING, by
92. HUMAN NATURE IN
of the
study
remarkable
May Schoen. A
factors that shape our parsonelity. thinking.
learning, intelligence. etc. both hereditar
and enr.ronmentI. Pub. at 13,76
93. EVERYSODY’S GUIDE TO STAMP IN.
VESTMENT, by .1. E. Grnrilie, 12 rules for
aacemtui investment and I steps for action
to cast, in on the corning bull -market in
stamps. Illus. Pub, at 12.95

at

THe

9f. Money, Mart 12 Meatus* terth-FARIAER
VICTORIOUS by Wm. J. Hale. A noted
pore:writy for
chemist predicts dynehhe
firmer and bus.nev.man ilk.- throughthe
westes. Pub.
industrial use of rigrcultur1
Sato-.911
at $310
P. H. H1 By
95. WHAT IS CATHOLICITY/
let. A 4...64. compriehereir explenetiOn of
the Catholic tart, and way of 14. Pub.
Sdpi-311
at $3.50
Pb. FACTORY FOLKWAYS, by J. S. Ellsworth, J.. Fascinating sociological study Cl
the de, to day It. of the factouryi._w;lilser
at home and in the plant. Pub. at $4.00

IN
THE
47 FRENCH
THOUGHT
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. 421 pp. of the
ley philosophical writing, of Rousseau,
Voltaire. Diderot. Pub. at ONO Ealantle

9111 RAILROADING THE MODERN WAY, Ey
S K. Farrington, Jr Intro. by Gee. George
Mershon. Lethishly dluttratnd survey of
118. NesedbeeS of THE NAL:-.L.AL ROA by C.
Lt, D. N. Lott. Coorvenens
asehci ta. re modern railroad operation in the United
dent. -ar oa Staten. Cornatele and letc,natIng data on
pichar...1 guide to nautical
Ma newest trains, sChltdules, procedures. etc.
a95aels--6 Meat AO( Oil nee seamen Pub
kle-111.10
Sole-PS Pub. at WM
el PEE

106, letroduction to NUCLEAR PHYS.
ICS by W. Heisenberg, Atoms, Molecule,, radioactivity, transmutatiom.
etc. 52 illus. Pub. at $4.75 Sale-$1.98
107, SPIN FISHING by Hit Sharp. How
to hook and hold all kinds of game
tint, with api...0.1 edeipment. 220 diagrams, hendreds of tips on bait, lures.
1a1e-.111
casting, Vt. Pub. at $1.50
IN. LONG LIVE THE QUEEN, by C.
Clay. The romentic story of Elisabeth
II, including the details of her csturfship
with Prince Philip. 68 photos, Pub. at
Solo-.911
PAO
109. MILTON On Hlenself. All of John
Milton’s writings Mame himself and his
work. Ed. by J. S. Diekhoff. Pub. at
$3.50
Sale-St .05
110, Underwater Switentleg-THE ART OF
THE AQUALUNG by R. Gross. What every
amateur needs to know about this fascaating
sport, Illus. Pub. at $2.50
III. SIR WALTER SCOTT, by H. Pearson.
intimate life story of the great writer
bated on newly mailable dieries nd letters.
Salo-81W
Illus. Pub, at KO
112, People
Roca Is ONE MAN’S INDIA,
by A. Strattoe. Vivid descriptions of modern
lode -Bombay and Calcutta to remote Hires.
imam v loges. 32 photos. Pub, at fA.50
113. Public Stettaiieg-A4R. CHAIRMAN
by Norman
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
Thomas. The perennial presidential candidate,
a noted orator. genially rerninitC01 On his
Plata, caster and imports his 000dly ad .:ye on how to say things clearly and
Sale-.9I
forcefully. Pub
rit S2.75
Ha. The Viola& History of PELAGIUS AND
THE FIFTH CRUSADE, by J. P. DOnav0,.
The remerkable story of the failure of the
13th centuty campaign. the :PIA personality
Of its leader and the brutality_ used ’gains,
"infidois
from Rome to Constantino:tole.
$41-.91
Pub. at $2.50
Ifs. FIRST FIRST LADIES, The Wives of
One Sealy President, by M. 0 Whitton.
enee,fose "lied
of
rtudies
Intimate.
merit.
w.,,...aton,
Jackson,
Patrol
Mary 1 r’ ’n Pr al j1.,. Ptib. at 15 00
Sale-V.9E

history of be world. 63 rare figure drawSale--.11111
; rigs. Pub. at $4.75
ESSAY
ON
AN
Marital/es
43. Jacques
Ts1:asti,.e,:aiton.
CHRISTIANTnegretFrech
at
b.cad
faith.
Sala.-.1111
64. The LIN & WslRIngs.f THEODOR HERD.,
ed. with II biter. intro. by Ledwig Lewisohn.
Pref. by &en Gurion. Living portrait of the
founder of modern Zionism, with selections
from his diaries, speeches. Dreyfus Trial re
ports, the complete ’Jewish State,- etc.
Sale.11111
ItSP’IbTHaEt WONDERFUL WRITING MACHINE
-Ac Illtesteated History eI the Typewriter,
by Puce IlIyen Jr. Cootropt:oot
end companies from serliest Imp’s to the
present -filled with eaecdotes, 60 unusual
Sale-RI
plates. Pub. at 53.95

47. Me Life Oral Work of MELVILLE, by
G. Stone. The great writer
confl,ct,
idiot symbolism, etc.--in
lively, detailed biography. Pub. ist $4.50 Sal. -.N

311. THE DICTIONMY OF SOCIAL WEL
FARE by E. F. Young. Complete es.
Planations of one. 1,000 terrnS commonly
used in social work and allied fields.
Sale-41.11
Pub. at $5.00

:.
7. SUTCHER BAKER MURDER MAKER.
!my Queen. Raymond Chandler. Simenon.r.
staellhinchng
17 others mystery anthology. Ed. by G. H. Cote.,
Pub. a. $3.50

The Sourt el Itatigies-THE SERPENT
Aalfreked
,:bne.
F th,.
Atajj
,,,a
turo of
An abspb.no and scholarly exam; netion

47 hotbed at Man THE UNIVERSAL SING
Evinonithl, A protooses
USAir. b. P.err
challenging eutobiogrephy.
rish2.30
1
.9111H
43. Nee Veal
ART
FORGER, by 1.14.=y. fderril "alletd.
Hiatt
lisvioa-complas story of NM mostscolossal
art forgeries in history ood the Tan who
parparted them. Pub. at $310
Sale-.96
44. Advieeture
In Tibet-JOURNEY
WITH
LOSHAY by G. N. Petals*. A Scotsman
who became a Tibethe tells of t ule_sis
emergency ride through the unit/idled Him&
lavas. Photos. Pub. at 12.50
45, Areteltat Me World Is Two Years-THE
WEST IN MY EYES, by Annie Vero de Wiele.
Ad ttttt res aboard a smell belch on the
h.qh seas, and in foreign ports. Photos. Pub.
at 54.00
Sala-41.4S
46. LIVE AND HELP LIVE, by *eines &
Thetford. How to control your intellect and
emotions, avoid anger, raise well adjusted
children, etc. Pub. at 2.95
Sole-SS

37. AS 1 REMEMEEE HIM, by HansZie7
Ui"’
set. Inspiring life of the anonymous
"R. S."-physitiett, philosopher, poetethos* Career Of gOOd work took him
around the world. -"Wke and beautiful"
- N. Y. Times. Pub, at $5.00 SellevnitS8
31. Fraecels tdowten’t WORDS OF
FAITH. The Nobel Poise w,nnier’s inspiring
discourses on CheieNandy and literature,
Imprimatur. Pub. ist $2.75
Sale-.94
34. FOOTIALL’S GREATEST COACHES &
The Players Who Mode Them Famous.
by E. Pope. Thrilling life stories of Pop
Warner, Frank Leahy, Knute Rockm, led
W.Ison. Jim Tatum, 22 other "greats".
Pub. at $3.95
N
35. THE AMERICAN
I M PACTSeis- 049
Our a .1,i tt,;,s1e,-,
technology. politics,
1917. Pub. at $5.00

IS. Mew to MIN THE GAME Of LIVING
by F. Van Keuren. -A sound, cc,
ascing. rniabie philosophy of lire"
Nortnen Vincent Peale. Pub. at
Sell-.10
$2.90

28

28. THE LESSONS Of HISTORY. by Wee.
Smyth. These brinier,’ writingn. notable
lor Veit scope VW insight, hoe tthen
iiernared
dot beas el Spengler and
Toyebbe.
given me more
"dreaNtei
Pu . alt.
Sale-A III

Winston. A
R.
by
66. CHARLEMAGNE,
dramatic, arciting recreation of the great
5th century koman Emperor as an outstand
mg military leader and hurnanist-in
turbulent era of murder, plunder and bloody
revenge, as well as reform, enlightenment,
Salaww$1.1111
culture. Pub. at $3.75
67. MEXICO-1Si PliotollIststratioes, by Er.
nest Knee. Romantic, colorful visit to- tliCh
places as Laredo. Monterrey and Mexico
old-world
festival,
markets,
their
City
uSalle-i.98
craftsmen, etc. Pub. at 5103
48. THE ANALYSIS OF AN OISESSIONAL,
by R. W. Picklord. A remarkably vivid mod
detailed account of the patient’s psychoanaly
deep phases of infantile de,Ill---cireerns.
velopment and sex conflict, transferencir.
etc. Pub. at $4.00
St. hIlidoses of Praece-MADAHE POMPADOUR, by D. IA, Smythe. As intimate per
trait of one of the most glamorous and
Controversial women in h.story, mistress of
Louis XV in the most debauehed court in
Europe. Pub. at $5.00
S41e-31.0
60. GERTRUDE LAWRENCE resS MRS. A., by
Richard S. Aldrich. The intirobte and moving
story of the cockney -born ’actrem and her
story life with her husband. Photos. Pub.
at 54.95
Sale-41M
61. PSYCHOANALYSIS and the Social
Willem, Vol. III, Noted writers discuss
folklore, politics, religion. etc. Pub. at
Sale-111
$7.50

69. YOGA’S GREAT SYSTEMS, by Prof. E.
Wood. A practical guide showing how Yoga
can increase your power, poise and self Sale -RI
understanding. Pub. at $3.93.
George: His Life S TimesJOURNEY, by F. Owen.
blOmumental woth on one of the most
influential figures of opt times-71M PP..
Sale-.9$
it photos. Pub. at
70. (WO

TEMPESTUOUS

pao

71. Illeydelairs to T. ,S. 10.5-THE CRITICS
ALCHEMY. by R. Z. Temple. An ’llurnieetleg itudy of the influences of the great
French symbolist poets on Arnold, Swim
burn,. Symons, Moore. Lasts, etc. Pub at
Sa le-$1
$450

otiyittally $2 to $7 each
best-seller fiction and nonfiction from 23 top publishers...
all brand new -publisher’s overstocks, samples, one of a kind --all
terrific bargains

39cEACH 3 ’1.00
FOR

59!,.

2 ’1.00
FOR

cpaptan Seek ctope

Ilk. IIROWN AMERiCANS-Tbe Story of a
Tenth of Hie Notion, by E. R. Embree. A
definitive study of the Negro in American
life today-his origins, development and
courageous battle for equal oldPortunitr and
Sele.-.911
self-respect. Pub. at $3.0111
Ill. The Life al SILFRANCIS DRAKE. by
A. E. W. Mason. Action-packed biography
of the great sailor who defeated the Spanish
Armada, vividly recreating all his privateer.
ing adventures end stirring naval battles alt
the Awl of Elizeibh. Illus. Pub. at $3$10
Sete$
Ill, Nicolas Serdvary-CHRISTIANITY AND
ANTI-SEMITISM. A moving and powerful dis.
Fauth OR every soect of the 2,000.year-old
problem, from tee absurdity of preiudice
to Hitler’s mass ’sughter. Pub. t $2.75
Sale.mte
11.1, NORTH AFRICAN POWDER KEG, by
Edmund Steven.. Oa the-spot _Analysis of
ounter terror
police repression a1 Modeml
l
rn 11.4o;5occio.
53
Alger a, Tunisia. Tripoli. Pub.
at
Sale -$.98
120. DICTIONARY OF MAGIC, by H. E.
Wedrck, From Aaron’s Rod to Zombies
witchcraft to notable erizards--erplains and
discusses all phenomena. Pub. at $3.00
Sl-1
121. Washington, Paddler, Adams & GEORGE
LOGAN. by F. Tolles. Exciting panorama
of the great men and issues of 15th Century
Arnerice--revealed throogh the If. of one of
its most colorful figures. Illus. Pub. at $5.03
Sale-.911

132. The Art of ROUSSEAU -II Full.Color
1.
Prints. Mugn r.cent reproductions of
etc., nippy,
’Wr,r.
SfeePng
eihor
antio, stock and eminently
.
ng. S.oqr. sketch by G. Iab!e ’o, ’i
Sale-.N
Hartlaub. Imp. Pub. at $2.50
113, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SUPERS Ti.
TIONS. Welkin under ladders, black
cats, broken mirrors and nearly 2300
other superstitions which form the bars
mankind’s troditional beliefs are
of
traced to their origins in this fascinating
work. Ed. by E. Redford. Pub. at $6.00
Sale--$1 91
134. A DIGEST OF BRITISH HISTORY,
L. Cochrane, with III illustrations. Co’
panorarnas--Roman times to the pre
SalePub. at 52.00
In. A Powerful Document-FACE OF 9A1
VICTIM by E. Lermolo. Remarkable o et
of the So. in’ ruling clique and its cr.rninal
intrigues by an inmate of Stalin’s Prisons.
Pub. at $3.75
1311. LINCOLN AND THE WAR GOVERN.
ORS, by Wm. B. Hessoltine. Heretp
the first time is the complete’ story of
Lincoln s wartim struggle for troops and
asunpdpltihees wrniesktitrhfiusl tact" icSi"he’theursnedgeirs"’Pa74
polit:cs, the fdst conscription, elections and
h’s conflict siith ambitious Men. Pub. et
5a1e-$1
$5.00

122. HISTORY & TREASURES OF WEST.
Record of the
MINSTER ABBEY-WIC
Crortetton, and Oyer 1711 Photos, by L.
Tanner. Magnidrent .11ustrations of sculptural
and architectural masterpieces-a pictorial

137, JUDGE HAROLD MEDINA, by
’el. Inspiring life of the great
iurist, culminating in the historic
the II top communist leaders.
$4.00

mhiestilotr? No/ef ot E211.4."dlu’sb.ettr"te$410"tioknall*T4774

G....1.-471.
IN. EDUCATION, A History, by A. 341
yin. All the methods and mekers-Socrale,,
Rousseau, Dewey, etc. 23 illus. Pub. at $4.00
Sale-.911

123, SURGICAL NURSING, by Drs. E. Elias.
I L. Ferguson & L. Sholtis, R.N. Principles,
techniques. aperliCer OM, etc. 720 PP.. 336
illus., 9 in color. Pub. at $4.50 Salee-.911
124, CALIFORNIA AS A PLACE TO LIVE.
by John A. Crow. Full info on climate,
jobs. educations. ’cures, farming, hous;ng
with
business opportunities,
SO photo; and maps. Pub. at $3.95
Sale-$1.1141

H. Dan.
American
trial of
Pub, at

IN, Exploring the Technological Jungle-TO
MORROW IS ALREADY HERE, by R. Jungk.
Little-known facts on U. S. rockets, lets.
lie tpe._de-istornic" cities, mechanical brains, si.
tectors, etc. Pub.
DSO

at

enjoyable peatling lop esiepyone
Choose from these subjects and more
romance -:- adventure -:- mysteries -:- humor
sports -:- history -:- art -:- religion :- science

140. MY HERO -The Autobiography of Donald Rictsberg. Intimate memoirs of 50 years
in top.level politics, with important revel,
lions and amusing anecdotes about the poi;
cies and personalities of FOR, Ickes, Welliefce,s5.H000pkins. Truman, other’s, Photos. Pub.
Sal
141. William Dean HOWELLS AND THE aAGE
n
OF REALISM, by E. Carter. Fresh appraisal
of one of the major writer; and editors of
his tme,friendships with
Henry James,
Mark Twain. etc. Pub. at $5.00
Sele-41.9111
142. NORTH -The Nature & Drama of Me
Polar World by K. Rodahl. A scientist en
plorer’s thrilling account of Eskimo life, trapping, glaciers, whales, etc. Photos. Pub. at
3.75
Sale-.911
143, SOCIOLOGY & PSYCHOLOGY OF
COMMUNISM, by J. Monnerot. Irilliant
study of Communism as a secular re
IlgiOn, analysing its institutions and its
conflicts with the world s great churches.
K.b.. at MOO
Sale-11.0

125. Advetures la Research-THE MOTION
OF THE HEART. by S. Cabot. Dramatic,
nontechnical account of heart research in
,,,
. Ausces
acton200
Acne., Heart Assn. Pub.
O
Setle-.N
$
:26 Homy David Thersoo-THE CONCORD
AND THE MERRIMACK. Ed. by D. C.
Luitt. A classic of A-thriC111, life and thought
-Thoreau’e rich. a’ ,’e Observations of man
and naatt ureelang
cso
New England’s rivers. Illus.
fiele--11.111
Pub,
$
127. APOSTLES OF DISCORD, by R. Roy.
Well locumeeted moose of the KKK. J. L. K.
Smith, hirstfo
llontfiJrt$3en uishglr.Ctuln."1
1,7
rb.
p
ol:,Ceenhto..
and
other
In. POLITICS Of ECUALITY-fllew Zeolead’s
Adtreolinta in Democracy. by 1.. Lipson. A
of
rrkelftilucid :4 arid operate..ttDr’til.n.
deree"present,
’ 1140 Ih
a
comparing the governmerdal problems of
solutions of Near United England and the
U.$.--a
e fausciminating definitive work. 570 pp.
Sale-.98
Pub.
Ir. lewd Nolo-THE GREAT CORINTHIAN.
by D. Ledo,. Lively biography of the Priece
Regent who bern-e George by -in the
er:ad a English history. Illut.
Pittehti.en st tow
Sele-.81
to!THE LwAt.T.
PE114110., in! ThleoseardetuiseAactle.g
yn
account of Lumen W,nter’s $7S,023 recreatio
at the immortal reesteiejege, new en train/Il":!IlleP%rcbarstistalitv cArt5nr6itc.e"ote"Onlelerwia:i."11.hii"ili-eu:Nr.
THE NILE. by D. Middleton. Thrilling life
lee
oeiff,,.1St!eins’il
St.:1:7.a.,nadd:Fsife.a:SitTenley.f, Ltheiyiacnae!

145, THE STORY OF TOEACCO IN AMER.
ICA, by J. C. Robert, Vivid, historic pano
rarna of the "bewitching weed’s" use, rol.
end production, from the lime of sCo,: umni;
. sib
to the cigarette age. Illus. Pub. at $5. 00
Sal.
146. GENERAL CHEMISTRY, by I. Smith
Hopkins. A complete and understandable
survey of modern chemistry and its ,aPPIr.a
lion in science and industry. Pub. saall._3545
147. THE GOLDEN AGE OF TRAVEL. Ed. by
H. I. Morrison. Europe’s historic cities and
picturesque byways, as seen through the eyes
of
airna,c"Dicktel’nasn, Be0yroni7Shetileyt,raMlitia"4.-litaawrkthorne, Chopin, and many others. Pub. at
Sa e-4I fil
WOO
.14t13.$TE2.50e LlyIng Theeghts of
intro. by Paul Valery. The grDeEaStFPreTnEcS4
CAFrench
most important writings on methe
rnatics, philosophy. science, music, etc. Pub.
Sale-18
149, Stems, Furman & Fireplaces-FIRE ON
THE HEARTH, by J. H. Pierce. The no’
mantic story of home heating devices through
the ages, full of entertaining anecdotes al:
145 alightful illustrations of rare and popular. types the world over. Pub, at $6.50
ISO. A
RESTORATION
READER,
Milton,
Pepys, Thomas &rooms John Banyan, Dryden,
Marvell, Cowley, it al. -136 choice and
representative poems, pinys, essays, afutc
dotes, etc. Ed. by J. Hanford,P"im
salPub. at
$410

!H. The World We Live In-EARTH’S GREEN
MANTLE, by Sydney Wolohan,. Clear, comp.
retentive account of the plant couering of
the earth, its evolution. structure and use
Is men, A fascinating, basic book. Illus.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale-.911

ISI. HOW TO MAKE EJECTS OF WOOD,
Museum of
by K.
eti Ains
mns flModernA’t
229
illons.."Ful
Oshow’
,
ho.wdalso.11ust-Oc. icture
frames,
tables,
toys,
Special-PR
157 CONCISE USAGE
AIUSAGE-A
Dictionary Glade to Geed English, by
Eric Yaftr;due. Definitions, rulm and
nuances ol old and new wort. ,I.nq
grammar. teChniques. styles, err. Pub
at $3.50
Sale--$1.911
153. INTRODUCTORY IUSINESS MATHEMA
TICS, by J. Georges I W. Conley. Arithme
tic algebra and graphic methods-aPPlied
to the problems of inserance, (mance, bani
ing, etc. Log rabies. Pub. at $2.50. Holt.
Sale-.911
154. Pother of ChttrelitryLIFF AND WORKS
OF NORM 110YLE, by L. T. More. Del.
iltjlis
stody of the great 17th tentry
Stierlfis) who brought about the final over.
throw ol mod esl alchemy. Pub. at $4.50
Sal-$1.90
IIS. W. II Yeats I the Occult-THE UN1.
CORN, by V. Moore. Definitive bbgrephical
itedy of the goat poet mystic’s -philosophy.
religion.
Polo. at $6 SO
Sale--$1 9111

